STUDENT OVERVIEW
Scope: Saturday and/or Sunday, each weekend unless otherwise specified. Possible festival work in June, September,
and February. 7:00 am - 3:30 pm on Saturday and 7:00 am - 5:00 pm on Sunday. Flexible shifts within those hours
available if needed.

Tasks Performed:
PRODUCTS:





Create products
Display products
Package and brand products
Take inventory of products and necessary supplies

CUSTOMER INTERACTION:





Greet customers
Responsibly assist customers in determining their objectives and recommending and demonstrating products
that are designed to help them
Answer customer questions
Monitor outside front area to subtly encourage customers inside

SHOP TASKS:





Assist with opening and closing of the shop
Some money handling
Keep storeroom orderly
Other tasks as needed

Requirements:












Must be task-oriented and have the ability to focus on what they are doing.
Must be reliable and fulfill the hours for which they are scheduled.
Must be of sufficient emotional and mental stability to engage high level magical work on a regular basis.
This is a small shop, so partners, spouses, and friends may not accompany the student during their work hours.
The student must provide their own transportation to and from the shop.
Must arrive showered, clean, and dressed somewhat professionally.
Must be grounded, non-judgmental, behave professionally, and release all negativity before entering the store.
No use of profanity around customers.
Complete non-disclosure and confidentiality for all recipes and techniques taught during training.
Microwave is provided. Students should provide their own food and drink for the duration of their shift.
This must be treated as a “job” even though “salary” is not specifically financial.

Benefits:





Personal, hands-on instruction in the crafts of Brujeria and HooDoo, both practical and theological, plus some
basic magic at no cost to the student.
Store discounts.
Access to personal recipes and practices.
No cost consignment of your products in the store as space allows.

